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Transferring electricity supply from the existing bulk supply point to the temporary bulk supply point was successfully achieved 13 April 2017. The temporary bulk supply point has supplied electricity to the campus since this time.

The support shown from the Acton campus community to reduce energy consumption during the cut-over stage beginning 28 March, was greatly appreciated and avoided the need to shed load.

Planning is well underway to create a permanent bulk supply point adjacent to Packard Wing and also create a second bulk supply point (relocate the temporary bulk supply point) adjacent to Dickson Parking Station.

Ensuring security and reliability of electricity supply to the Acton campus as well as creating capacity in the electricity infrastructure is a key outcome of these works and will support the University’s capital works programme.

We will have enough power points to plug new buildings into.

ANU Project Lead: David Glavas, Associate Director Maintenance x56014.